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“If you are out there 
shooting, things will 
happen for you. If 

you’re not out there, 
you’ll only hear 
about it.”– Jay 

Maisel 
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February 
 

“Groundhog found fog.  
New snows and blue toes.  

Fine and dandy for Valentine candy. 
Snow spittin'; if  you're not mitten-

smitten, you'll be frostbitten!  
By jing-y feels spring-y.” 

 

― The Old Farmer's Almanac  

Janet Taylor 
Janet Taylor 
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Seasonal Photography  
Contests 

 
( F r o m  t h e  e x p e r i e n c e  C o b o u r g  w e b  p a g e )  

 
The Town of Cobourg’s Community Services Division and the Experience Cobourg Team is pleased to 
present the Seasonal Photography Contest! 

Cobourg and Northumberland County residents and visitors are encouraged to submit their original pho-
tographs for a chance to win great prizes. Photographers of all skill levels are invited to share their un-
published, original work for any or all of the four seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter with winners 
being announced each season.  Submission Date: Winter: February 26, 2021 to March 8, 2021 

https://www.cobourg.ca/Modules/News/index.aspx?keyword=photography&newsId=3748368a-b2dc-
4e53-9c52-63963e75acd9# 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sparkphotofestival.org/ 

https://www.cobourg.ca/Modules/News/index.aspx?keyword=photography&newsId=3748368a-b2dc-4e53-9c52-63963e75acd9
https://www.cobourg.ca/Modules/News/index.aspx?keyword=photography&newsId=3748368a-b2dc-4e53-9c52-63963e75acd9
https://www.sparkphotofestival.org/
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JUDGING COMPETITION IMAGES  

BY MOIRA FENNER 

 

What are Judges looking for in Competition Images? 
 

 

Although the Northumberland Photography Club does not currently participate in club or Ontario Council of 
Camera Clubs (O3C) competitions, I notice members submit to community-sponsored competitions.  This 
article provides information on what judges are looking for when reviewing images submitted to competi-
tion. 

 

Camera clubs have the opportunity to select a panel of 3 judges from those accredited by the O3C to judge 
their club competitions.  The purpose of these club competitions is to help club members become better pho-
tographers.  

 

The panel of three judges each analyze the image, assess for strengths and weaknesses, score and provide 
constructive comment to the maker.  Judges consider the following three criteria when evaluating and scor-
ing an image.   

 

Impact   

 Does the image grab the attention of the viewer and hold it through subject matter, creativity and/
or originality? 

 Does the image appeal to the senses? 

 Does the image suggest mystery or intrigue? 

 Does the image provide a fresh and original view of the subject matter? 

 Is the image more than a mere snapshot? 

 Does the image avoid being too busy or confusing? 

 Does the image focus on one simple subject? 

 If the image breaks with tradition, does this enhance the experience? 

 

Composition   

 Is the image compositionally well balanced? 

 Is the cropping appropriate for the subject? 

 Has the best format been used (vertical, horizontal, square, panorama)? 

 Is there space in front of animals, faces or transportation? 

 Does the composition lead the eye to the main subject? 

 Does the main subject stand out from the background? 

 Is the main subject offset from the centre of the image? 

 Does the image convey a sense of depth? 
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https://www.mikaelaholmberg.com/ 

Judges assign a score out of 10, with a maximum 3 points per criteria (as listed above) and an extra 1 point 
for an outstanding image, at the discretion of each judge. 

 

Competitions typically use genres of photography to structure the categories within the competition.  These 
categories can include nature, architecture, portraiture, land/water/city scapes, creative and others.  Compe-
titions provide rules pertinent to each of these categories and makers should carefully consider if their im-
age follows these rules and is being submitted in the appropriate category.    

 

Judges also look for certain criteria for various categories.  For example, in landscape submissions judges 
place emphasis on composition and lighting.  In nature submissions, a good story will elevate an image.  
Creative images should reflect that they were in fact created and not just taken.  That creativity can be in 
camera or in post processing. 

 

Keep in mind that what judges are looking for is really the same things any viewer would look for which is 
does the image appeal to our senses. 

 

Competitions can provide a way to challenge yourself by stepping out of your comfort zone and trying dif-
ferent genres of photography.  The O3C club competitions provide a constructive comment from one of the 
judges, at the request of the maker - a good opportunity for learning. 

 

Technical   

 Does the image avoid lost detail in blown out highlights and dark shadows? 

 Is the main subject in crisp focus? 

 Is the image free from dust specks, smudges and scratches? 

 Does the image have a good tonal range? 

 Is the image free of excessive contrast? 

 Is the image free from handshake blur? 

 Is the image free from digital sensor noise? 

 Was subject motion handled appropriately? 

 Does the image avoid clumsy or obvious post-processing? 
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The Monitor  

HERE’S A THOUGHT 
BY SUSAN DUBOIS 

There are 3 main elements to consider:  
 

1.  Become more familiar with the elements of composition. 
a. Composition: If you want to see better composition, you have to become familiar with the ele-

ments of composition and what they do. 
b. Contrast: To see it, you have to study it and play around with it so that you will recognize it 

when you see it.  
c. Light: You cannot see great light until you have played with light, over and underexposing, to 

become familiar with the possibilities. 
d. Lines: You cannot see great lines until you have looked at them from all angles, played with all 

perspectives and points of view and the way the different lenses treat those lines.  
e. Repeated elements: You cannot see repeated elements unless you know to look for them. 

 
2. You have to learn to see how the camera sees. What does the camera see at 24 or 200 mm, at a low 

point of view versus standing up, at f/2.8 and 1/500 versus f/11 and 1/40. This comes with time, but 
not only time. It is about being mindful of what choices, settings and techniques actually do to the 
final photograph. 

 
3. In addition to seeing how the camera sees, you also have to see “what” the camera sees. The camera 

does not see scenes, it sees light, lines and shapes and the way those combine at a specific moment. 
Do not go looking for scenes, look for light, lines and shapes.  

 

But first of all, you have to be familiar with your camera. You have to know how to use the various dials 
and buttons, what they do and how they correlate with one another. Become familiar with the 3 elements 
mentioned above, as familiarity leads to recognition; recognition and practice lead to intuition; that is when 
your composition begins to spark and becomes creative and spontaneous.     
Seeing is about recognizing. Seeing is not about opening our eyes, it is about opening our mind. Learning to 
see is not about training the eye, it is about training the mind. 

  

 

How do we learn to see? What makes for a compelling 
photograph? We all want to make better pictures, espe-
cially after seeing so many sensational pictures from pro-
fessional or highly skilled photographers. If they can do 
it, so can we. There is no magic trick to it, but how do we 
achieve that?  
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“When words become unclear, I shall focus with photographs. 

When images become inadequate, I shall be content with 

silence.”– Ansel Adams 

 

 

“Seeing, in photographic terms, is not about what passes before the eyes, but about perception” David 
DuChemin  
 

Author’s note: The information contained in my article is courtesy of Canadian photographer David 
Duchemin. It was derived from his latest short video.  
 

Photo by Ansel Adams 
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MY ADVENTURES IN KENYA 

The Monitor  

TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY 

BY GERRY ATKINSON 

 

1955 was when it all started. My Fa-
ther, member of the English Royal 
Engineers Army, along with his fami-
ly was sent to Kenya, East Africa in 
order to control the Mau Mau upris-
ing. The next 6 years created the best 
childhood memories of my life. 

A typical day starts out rounding up rhinos in an open jeep, 
baby elephants visiting for tea, fishing in the jungle rivers 
while being threatened by a leopard, monkeys and chamele-
ons for pets, buying our Sunday chicken live from the mar-
ket, where I always got the job of plucking the feathers once 
my Dad had chopped its head off.  

My older brother, Stephen was a real devil and always re-
ferred to himself as being a native of Kenya, running barefoot 
and half naked in the wild most of the time. Unfortunately we 
lost him just 3 years ago. 

Living at the base of Mt Kenya in a small village called 
Nanyuki was a wonderful and wild daily experience for my-
self and my two brothers. 
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Double Rainbow Over Victoria Falls 

Raficki 

Silverback Gorilla 

Enteppe Forest, Uganda 

62 years later my wish of returning to the country I love came true. 

I had always wanted my husband, Steve, to actually see and experience some of the bizarre stories that 
my father and I had shared with him. I am sure he was thinking we were a little crazy with some of our 
stories and wondered just how true they really were! 

Starting off in Uganda we took the opportunity to visit Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe and also trek with the 
gorillas in the Enteppe Forest. 
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Elephant Family with twins 

Local gossip in the village 

Then on to Kenya to visit my home town of 
Nanyuki and the beautiful Maasai Mara where we 
spent our last 3 weeks exploring the villages and 
reconnecting with my past where I lived with my 
family.  
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After the LOVIN’ 

Before the LOVIN’ 

Lion and cub 
on the Mara 

Next we went on safari over the Maasai Mara 
where I scattered my father’s and brother’s ashes 
on the plains of the Mara and in the rivers flowing 
from Mt Kenya through our town of Nanyuki re-
turning them to the land that they loved most. 
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My Heart will always remain in Kenya and maybe someday I will return again. 

Gerry Atkinson 

Cheetahs, Ol Pejeta, Kenya 
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BUY AND SELL 
 

 

For Sale 
For Sale (full descriptions can be found online for each item by Googling the item name) 
 
By Dan Knight  
 
1. Photography/Camera Bags 
a) KATA 3N1 20 DL (Left or Right Sling or Backpack) 
b) Lowe Pro Photo Classic BP 300 AW (Backpack) 
c) Lowe Pro Sling Shot 200 AW (Sling) 
Price: $20 each 
 

2. Vanguard GH-200 Pistol 
Grip Ultra Quick Positioning 
Ball Head 
Includes plate (not shown in pic-
tures) 
Price: $75 
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3. Wacom Intuos Photo Pen and Touch Tablet 
(small) 
Price: $40 

4. Vanguard Aluminum Monopods with Tilt 
Heads 
a) Espod AM-263 – extends to 63”, folds to 26.125” 
b) Espod AM-233 – extends to 61”, folds to 25” 
Price: $15 each  

Curbside pickup or no-contact delivery available! All items are largely un-used with the excep-
tion of the Lowe Pro Sling Shot (lightly used). 

www.danielknight.ca   danielknightphoto@gmail.com 

http://www.danielknight.ca/
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                                  WANTED! 

 
The Monitor Team is looking for NPC Members who would like to be a “Featured Photographer” in up-
coming editions of The Monitor. We know who has been featured before… so we are looking forward to 
meeting the rest of you! The Club is interested in knowing a little about you, what attracted you to photog-
raphy, what camera you use, what your favourite subjects are to shoot.  We’d also like to see some of your 
photographs. Please contact a member of the Monitor Team to let us know if you are interested. We won’t 
“grill” you, we won’t share your best kept secrets – we are genuinely interested in letting the Club know 
about our members. If we don’t hear from you we might just come after you! Many thanks! 

 

Janet Taylor 
Moira Fenner 
Barbara Husband 
Elisabeth La Fontaine 
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CREATING A TWIRL  
MOIRA FENNER 

 

Similar to the previous article outlining how to create an orb in Photoshop, here are instructions to create a 
twirl from any of your existing photographs.  Again, it’s a matter of experimentation until you find one that 
appeals to you. 

There are more steps involved, but just follow along to see the results.  Don’t worry about understanding 
each command J.  Have fun! 

 

1) Open your image in Photoshop with appropriate adjustments made for exposure as required. 

2) Filter – Pixelate – Mezzotint - Short Lines (under Type) 

3) Filter – Blur – Radial Blur – 100%, Zoom – Best 

4) Repeat Step 3 

 Duplicate the layer – Command J (on a Mac) or Control J (on a PC) 

 The top layer will be highlighted.  Filter – Distort – Twirl - enter 75 

 Move cursor to the bottom layer.  Filter – Distort – Twirl – enter -75 

 Move cursor back to the top layer and change the layer’s Blend Mode to Lighten 
 

Merge layers.  This is done by selecting Shift + Click on the layer not currently selected.  Both  

layers will now be selected.  Command E (on a Mac) or Control E (on a PC) will merge the layers. 
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Example: 

Original Image: 

Twirl Image: 
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 Let’s Get Technical by Donna Edmonds    

 
A monthly newsletter article to help you to understand photography and your camera.  
Please contact me at NPCprogramdirector@gmail.com with any questions, to point 
out any mistakes that I may have made or suggestions for future articles  

An image is said to have “clipped” highlights or shadows when you have areas with no information in your 
photo. When an area has no information, it is either pure white (clipped highlights) or pure black (clipped 
shadows). The histogram in Lightroom shows the clipped highlights and shadows with a small tri 

angle in the left upper corner for clipped shadows  and in the right upper corner for clipped high-
lights.  

This month I am writing about the dynamic range of your camera and your his-
togram, as well as how to achieve a higher dynamic range using multiple photos 
(bracketing), and post processing to create a final photograph with a High Dy-
namic Range (HDR). 

Dynamic Range - is the difference between the lightest light and darkest dark you can capture in a photo. It 
is more often used to talk about the maximum dynamic range a camera is capable of. The lightest and dark-
est tones of any given image are shown in a histogram. 
 
Histogram – In photography, a histogram is a graph showing the distribution of light in an image and the 
number of pixels of every level of brightness in your image. The scale along the bottom of 
the histogram goes from left to right, from 0% brightness (black) to 100% brightness (white) and shows the 
dynamic range that is in a photo from darkest to lightest. Histograms can be found in some cameras on the 
screen (look in your camera menu as to where to find it). I believe most mirrorless cameras have a histogram 
which is visible while shooting. I do not use the histogram that is available in my camera but I do use it ex-
tensively during post processing in Adobe Lightroom.  
 

Examples of Histograms from my Lightroom library and the photos that they represent: 

about:blank
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An HDR photo is really just three (or five or nine) photos taken at different exposure levels and then 
combined together with software to create a photograph which encompasses a higher range of lights and 

darks than could be achieved in a single shot. The photographer takes a range of bracketed photos — 
that is, photos of the same subject taken with varying shutter speed combinations in order to produce a 
set of images with varying luminosity. Then, with the help of post-processing software, the photographer 

is able to blend the photos together and create a single image with the most details in all variances of lu-
minosity from the bracketed photos. In order to keep the length of this article more reasonable I have 
provided a link on how to bracket your photos https://www.highdynamicranger.com/how-to-use-auto-

exposure-bracketing-for-hdr/ 

You can also turn these clipping warnings on and off individually by clicking the little arrows on the top 
left and right of the histogram in Lightroom. The right arrow will toggle on/off the highlight clipping 
warning and the left arrow will toggle on/off the shadow clipping warning. 
 
HDR stands for “high dynamic range.” Once your subject exceeds the camera’s dynamic range, the 
highlights tend to wash out to white, or the darks simply become big black blobs. It is difficult, if not 
impossible, to take a single photo that captures both ends of this spectrum in a scene where there are are-
as that have a great variance in brightness. When a photographer is attempting to photograph a high-
contrast scene, like a sunrise, light reflecting off of a highly reflective surface, or any scene where there 
are very bright highlights and dark shadows, there is a good chance that even with the perfect exposure 
there will be clipping issues with the final photograph.  
 
One way to achieve a more balanced final photograph is to take several photographs at different expo-
sures and use the details in the shadows from the overexposed photograph and the details in the high-

lights from the underexposed photo, plus a midrange photo combined to achieve a higher dynamic range 
than one would be able to achieve in a single photograph. The first photo below is properly exposed, the 
second underexposed and the third is overexposed. 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Below is the final, high dynamic range photo from the three, merged, bracketed photos on the previous page: 
 

A good article on bracketing, dynamic range and high dynamic range: https://phlearn.com/magazine/
exposure-bracketing-the-ultimate-guide-to-bracketed-photography/ 
 
Using Lightroom to merge and create your High Dynamic Range photograph:  
 
 Select the photographs that you wish to use to create your HDR photograph 

 From your Lightroom menu go to - Photo > Photo Merge > HDR or press Ctrl+H or right click on any 
of the photos and from the drop-down menu choose photo merge and then choose HDR 

 In the HDR Merge Preview dialog you will see several adjustments that you can toggle on and off to ob-
serve how they affect you HDR image: 

 
Auto Tone: Provides a good starting point for an evenly-toned merged image. 
Auto Align: Useful if the images being merged have slight movement from shot to shot.  
Deghosting: After the exposure-bracketed images are merged, there may be areas in the HDR preview image 
that may appear unnaturally semi-transparent. This is likely because there was some movement within the 
photos and you have what is called “ghosting”. Select one of the following deghosting options in the HDR 
Merge Preview dialog box: None, Low, Medium, or High. Try Low deghosting first to obtain a clean 
merged image and then higher settings if necessary. Avoid using deghosting if your preview is free of ghost-
ing artifacts. 
You can preview the effect of all of these settings right within the dialog box. If necessary, choose to view 
the deghost overlay to show where the software has applied deghosting and what you think of it. 
Click Merge to create the HDR image. Lightroom Classic creates the image and displays it in your catalog. 

 
Refer to https://havecamerawilltravel.com/lightroom/hdr-photo-merge/ for a more in depth description. 
Tools and settings you can use to create an HDR image with the best results. 
A camera, preferably with an Auto Exposure Bracketing (AEB) function. AEB isn’t 100-percent necessary, 

but without it you’ll have to adjust your camera settings manually between each shot, which increases the  

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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chances you’ll move the camera, and the amount of time it takes to shoot the series — increasing the likeli-
hood that your subject or light will change or move. If your pictures don’t line up, the final HDR image will 
have ghosting and/or the actual software won’t understand what it is trying to line up and the image could 
look quite strange. 
A tripod is definitely recommended for best results. If you do not have access to a tripod when you would 
like to shoot HDR, make sure that your shooting mode is on high-speed Continuous drive (if that feature is 
available on your camera) and brace your camera on a solid surface for it to stay as still as possible.  
HDR photo-blending software. There are a number of different programs out there that’ll get the job done. I 

use Lightroom since they made that available but I used to use NIK software which gives you more control 
over settings and has many interesting pre-sets for some fantasy type looks. 
Auto HDR mode 
As cameras have become more advanced, most manufacturers now install an auto HDR mode into their sys-
tems. The technique of creating an HDR image is still the same, the only difference is everything is done in 
your camera. Use your camera’s manual to find out how to enable and use Auto HDR. 
The way auto HDR mode works is pretty simple. Your camera will shoot a bracketed sequence of exposures 
and then automatically combine them into an HDR image. And because your camera takes a quick burst of 
shots, it removes the importance of needing a tripod as it reduces the differences in alignments between shots 
— although we would suggest using a tripod if you have one handy to ensure better accuracy. 
 

We all have a photographic memory. Only some 

of us don’t have film.  
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NATURE 
BY JANET TAYLOR 

PARC OMEGA 
 

Parc Omega, located near Montebello Quebec, is a place to discover North American wildlife. It is set 
apart from traditional zoos in that there are large natural spaces homing over twenty species of animal.  

Wild animals can be observed from the com-
fort of your own car.  Deer and elk wander 
freely, and will come to your window to greet 
you if you have brought (or bought) carrots to  
feed them.  

 

The instructions are to stay in your car for 
your own safety, but, you can go as slowly as 
you wish on the 12 kilometer route, while 
viewing wildlife.  The tour takes about an 
hour-and-a-half. 

Elk 

Rocky Mountain Goat 
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Other animals are kept in large enclosures, 
but are easily viewed, especially at feeding 
time.  There is an enclosure for wolves as 
well as a viewing deck within the park for the 
observation of wolves. 

If you decide to go, I suggest you go during the shoulder seasons as the park can get quite congested in 
summer. 

Bison 

Arctic Wolves 
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Cost to enter the park, including taxes: 
$32.00 for seniors and $35.00 for 16-64 
year-olds. 

From Cobourg it is about 4 hours, but Ottawa 

and Mount Tremblant are only one hour 

away should you wish to make a grand tour 

while in Montebello.  There are hotels, mo-

tels and the Fairmount Montebello in the lo-

cal area. 

Black Bear 

Coyote 

There are plenty of 

scenic areas within 

the park. 
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UPLOADING IMAGES 
BY  JEANNIE GANE 

Hello all! The club has welcomed some new members in recent months so we wanted to share the method of 
uploading your images to be used in our monthly slideshow for anyone who would like to participate, and is 
not sure how. If you have any questions or issues, please email me (Jeannie) at my club email: NPCTech-
nicalDirector@gmail.com. 

 

Step 1:  Prepare your image on your computer, renaming it with a title of your choice. 

Step 2:  Navigate to the club website at: https://northumberlandphoto.com/ 

 

Step 3:  Click on Image Submissions: 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Step 4:  Click on the category of Image for which you are submitting (this will take you to our 
Dropbox request page): 

Step 5: You can click on the “add file” to navigate to your image on your computer or you can 
drag your image onto this page (you can select or drag more than one file at a time to up-
load multiple images): 
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Step 6: If you choose “Add Files”, you will get a dropdown list from which to choose your location: 

 

Step 7: Choose your image in your filing system: 

Step 8: The file will appear on the upload request page and you can click the “Upload” button. 
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Step 9: Your browser will show a successful upload message. You will be given the opportunity to 
upload another file to the same category. If you wish to upload images to other categories, 
you must return to the club image submission page to choose a different category (see Step 
4). 

Step 10. The uploader will add your name to the file as it sends it, so your name is not required in 
the title. We will see the file like this: 

Step 11. You will receive email confirmation showing your files uploaded: 

Step 12: Upload more images to additional categories!! 
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Patrick’s Tips 
By Patrick Romano 

 

 

This issue of tips is a little different.  I have included 
some PhotoShelter Guide books.  They are free, how-
ever you do have to give them your e-mail address 
which of course will let them send you e-mail offers.  
You can cancel this any time and they do so easily and  
cleanly.  They don’t share your address unless you opt 
into it so don’t tick off that box.  

Since we are spending more time at home I have in-
cluded 2 tips on things you can use to play with your 
old photos.  One is using Adobe Photoshop and the 
other one is using Lightroom.  I don’t endorse any one 
program but I found these may be interesting to mem-
bers who do use these. 

Then I added  interesting tips on Photographic Method-
ology and one on Portrait Lighting.   

Have fun and don’t forget to share your photos with 
everyone else. 

 

 

22 Photo Projects You Can Do Inside Your Home –PhotoShelter  guide 

https://resources.photoshelter.com/22-photo-projects-you-can-do-inside-your-home/  

 

How I Got The Shot:  Third Edition – PhotoShelter  guide 

https://resources.photoshelter.com/how-got-the-shot-third-edition/ 

 

The Photographer’s Lighting Handbook - PhotoShelter guide   

https://resources.photoshelter.com/photographers-lighting-handbook/ 

 

How to Transform Images in a Composite in Adobe Photoshop 

https://creativecloud.adobe.com/discover/article/how-to-transform-images-in-a-composite-in-adobe-
photoshop 

 

How to Enhance Street Photography with Lightroom 

https://creativecloud.adobe.com/discover/article/how-to-enhance-street-photography-with-lightroom 

 

Discover Your Photographic Methodology with Stacy Pearsall - by Stacy Pearsall 

https://www.creativelive.com/blog/discover-photographic-methodolog/ 

 

Deconstructing a Photograph: Reverse Engineering Portrait Lighting - by Meg Rodney 

https://www.creativelive.com/blog/deconstructing-photograph-reverse-engineering-portrait-lighting/ 

 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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THE LAST PAGE 
BY JANET TAYLOR 

The Guardian Oct. 2019 

 

TAKE A BREATH 
 

 

As photographers, we are all seekers of the 
next vista, the next cute shot of our kids or 
grandkids.  We spend time looking at the 
subject through our viewfinder, deciding on 
the best composition and settings needed. 

 

Sometimes we need to take a breath and 
take in the overall view.  Take a deep 
cleansing breath and really see what is 
not only in front of us, but take in all 360 
degrees. 

 

It’s time to be present in our photography.  Being pre-

sent creates calm or peace in an overwhelming and 

fast paced world.  We are often busy and future ori-

ented; being present will allow us to fully engage in 

what is occurring around us – to find deeper connec-

tions to the people and places around us.  It may even 

deepen our observations and heighten our awareness.   

 

We can all start by taking a deep breath.  

https://ksqphotography.wordpress.com/ 
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Executive: President: Bryan Marjoram,  Vice President: Brendan Flynn 

Secretary: Susan Dubois,  Program Director: Donna Edmonds  

Membership Director: Vacant,  Financial Director: Stan Kicak 

Technical Director: Jeannie Gane,  Outings Director: Sandra Peters 

Outreach Director: Gerry Atkinson,  Communications Director: Barbara Husband 

 

Newsletter co-producers:  Moira Fenner,  Barb Husband,  Elisabeth La Fontaine 

Janet Taylor. 

 
 

 

Here’s a book, recommended by Elisabeth 
La Fontaine, on the science of breathing 
and breathing exercises. Sold on Amazon. 


